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Abstract:
A number of 2019 Revised Coronavirus Pneumonia (SARS-CoV-2) reports in Wuhan, China, have been stirring
around the world outrage in late December 2019.Previous reports of coronavirus disease 2019 have identified
epidemiological and clinical characteristics.Considered a subset of extreme Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS),
and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), COVID-19 is caused by a SARS-CoV-2 betacoronavirus which
affects the lower respiratory tract and is present in humans as a pneumonia. Given extensive isolation and quarantine
globally measures, COVID-19 appears to escalate in occurrence, with 1,119,702 laboratory-confirmed cases and
more than 59,245 fatalities, and 229,338 worldwide retrieved.The aim of this brief analysis is to summarize certain
existing reports on the clinical characteristics and COVID-19 epidemiology and dissemination and laboratory
research as of late February 2020.
key words:COVID-19.SARS-CoV-2.Epidemiology. Viral.Novel Coronavirus.pneumonia.
Introduction:
Tyrrell and Bynoe had identified the first coronavirus in 1966. (1) They isolated the virus from human patients with
the common cold. (2) Corona is a Latin word that is mean a crown. Coronavirus as a spherical virion was shown
depending on the morphological characteristics of the virus.Coronaviruses are the OrthocoronavirinaeCoronaviridae
family subfamily, Nidovirales order and Kingdom of Ribovirius. (3) They found four subfamilies of Coronavirus
(alpha, beta, gamma, delta). (4) The Beta and the Alphaare infected mammals, especially from bats while, the
gamma and delta infect the birds and pigs. (1) In the last two decades, the two viruses belong to the beta coronavirus
have shown to be successful to infect and transmission to the human as well.(5)SARS – Severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) epidemic in Southern China(2002) with rapid spread led to a global issue with lethality about 774
from a total of 8000 human cases.(6)Furthermore this issue becomes too epidemic by SARS-CoV.(7)Advanced
coronavirus speciesMERS-CoV (Middle East Respiratory Coronavirus) epidemic in 2012 during KSA (Saudi
Arabia);and 17 countries and more than MERS-CoV classify as zoonotic diseases).(8)Middle East Coronavirus
Respiratory Transmission Successful from camels into a human to human. The cases fatality about 36% with 919
deaths from total 2521 cases in the worldwide. (9)The data indicate that the SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV were seen
as possiblespecies that could be implicated in future corona virus-related human pandemic. (10)A new form of
coronavirus has recently been identified in December 2019 as aNovel Corona Virus (2019-nCoV) or (COVID 19)
(is the coronavirus last name mentioned) epidemic. Human patients from Wuhan China of uncertain etiology have
been separated from acute pneumonia. (11)These coronaviruses are coveredwith a strong, single-stranded RNA
genome and helical symmetry. nucleocapsid is named.(12)Furthermore, the severity from the common cold to
beLethal ones like SARS, MERS, the clinical characteristics of COVID-19 are cough, fever followed by vomiting,
diarrhea, hemorrhage, a deficit in metabolic acidosis, coagulation dysfunction, and finally, it may cause an organic
failure in the lungs and kidneys. (13)Figure:1 indicates how many situations China has with other nations. (14)The
aim of this brief analysis is to summarize certain existing reports on the clinical characteristics and COVID-19
epidemiology and dissemination and laboratory research as of late February 2020.
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Figure 1:number of cases between China and other countries of COVID-19

Clinical characteristics andEpidemiology:
Human coronavirus has been validated asMost of the most significant breathing infection pathogens;
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, two relatively pathogenic viruses; reason the extreme breathing syndrome in people
and 4 other Human coronary viruses (HCoV-OC43, HCoV-229E, HCoV-NL63 and HCoVHKU1) caused relatively
higher respiratory diseases. (15)WHO information was provided the fitness emergency Dashboard (March 14, 06.00
am CET) file 142.320 confirmed cases in the worldwide because the beginning of the epidemic (3.78%) of instances
have been fatal. COVID-19 sufferers have been the primary source of contamination, and the severe patients were
considered the most contagious than the moderate ones.Asymptomatically affected persons or patients with a period
of incubation who have reported no signs or symptoms of respiratory infection indicated by the release of the
infectious virus can be additionally capable properties.(16)In fact, samples obtained from patients who recovered
from COVID-19 consistently confirmed a great RT-PCR analysis.(17),That was never seen in human infectious
disease records. Even as asymptomatically infectious individuals and patientsDuring incubation or recuperation with
COVID-19 will present significant challenges to disease prevention and control.Infection continuum COVID-19 was
treated as a method of infectious disease self-proscribing, and much ofpatients with moderate symptoms will recover
within 1 to 2 weeks. Contamination of SARS-CoV-2 will affect five separate outcomes: asymptomatically
contaminated individuals in (1.2%); mild to medium in (80.9%); severe instances in (13.8%); important case in
(4.7%) and death in (2.3%) of all suggested cases.(18)Figure 2 There are reportedly 228,001 recovered and 58,392
fatalities as of April 03, 2020, 20:03 GMT from the COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak (19)Some studies indicate that
the Viruses 2020, 12, 372 6 of 17 percentage of asymptomatic infection in kids under the 10-years vintage is
ashighas (15.8%). (20)So that, the proportion of asymptomatic contamination have to be more uncovered within the
future. The preliminary outbreak (eight December 2020) most effective came about in Wuhan and its environment in
Hubei Province earlier than an imported instance had been ﬁrst pronounced inGuangdong Region, January 19,
2020.(21)As of 30 January 2020, although the first imported cases had been registered in the Tibet Region,COVID19 has spread to all 31 regions across the mainland of China.(22)Patients with basic structural conditions displayBad
foresight. Event – Fatality in events without major diseases was the lowest at 0.9 per cent, while case-fatality at
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patients of asthma, coronary disease, chronic respiratory disease,cancer and hypertension have been 7.3%,.5%,
6.3%, 5.6%, and 6.0%, respectively; In addition to the important Cases have the highest case-lapse performance of
(49%). (23)Smoking and obesity are also prone factors (24). Between Jan 14, 2020 and Feb 12, 2020 the Shenzhen
CDC (6%) showed 391 instances of SARS-CoV-2 contamination of 379 with a recognized mode of detection, 77%
have been detected thru symptom-primarily based surveillance. Moreover, there have been approximately identical
numbers of male and female cases The results had been regarded The ratio of instances between males and females
among living instances was similar (25),At 58%, at most ages 30–59 (statistics incomplete in 9 cases). The dead

events were higher than males (70%) and elderly (85% were 60 years of age or more).(26)
Figure 2: Coronavirus recovery and deaths from COVID-19 epidemic as of April 03, 2020, 20:03 GMT

Transmission:
As coronaviruses are a wide family of viruses that are present in several distinct animal groups,these include camels,
goats, cats and bats. Rarely, coronaviruses in animals will spread human infection and then Transmission between
human to person, such as MERS, SARS and now SARS-CoV-2. (27) The source of this coronavirus outbreak has
not been determined yet. Illegal connection of bat is suspected to be the source for entrance of Covid-19 in
to human. Initial investigations identified positive sample for COVID-19cases who visited toSeafood and Animal
Market in Wuhan City; therefore, this has been identified with the origins of the outbreak. Nevertheless, some
laboratory-diagnosed patients indicated little access to this market.A zoonotic origin to this epidemic has to identify
yet. Although evidence is continuously coming up, fact till date suggests human-to-human spreading. (28) Much is
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unknown about the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Recent knowledge is mainly depending on what isalready known about
similar coronaviruses. Centered on what is learned today about SARS-CoV-2 and what is known about other
coronaviruses with epidemic potential like MERS and SARS,spreading among close contacts isThought about
rising respiratory droplets further from person to individualand direct or indirect exposure to infected sources. It is
unclear till now that a person can get infection of SARS-CoV-2if he/she touch a surface or item that has infected and
then touch his/her own mouth, nose, oreyes. (29)
Laboratory screening for coronavirus disease in confirmed clinical infections (COVID-19):
1-Nucleic acid amplification (NAAT) screens for COVID-19 virus.
The regular validation of COVID-19 cases focuses on detecting different sequences of NAAT virus RNA, such as a
real-reverse polymerase chain reaction (rRT-) with nucleic acid sequencingvalidation if appropriate.The virus genes
specifically focused areGenes N, E, S, and RdRP. RNA extraction in a Biosafety Cabinet in a BSL-2 or related plant
should be completed. Heat preparation of samples is not recommended prior to RNA extraction.(30)
2-Serological checks.
Serological assessments to assist the examination of an acute epidemic and a longitudinal evaluation of the danger of
an assault or the severity of the Epidemic. The outbreak. In situations where NAAT results are negative and the
COVID-19 infection has a strong epidemiological link, where reliable serology tests are usable, Diagnosis can be
supported by combined serum samples (both acute and convalescent) Serum extractsfor certain reasons, may be
maintained. Some coronaviruses may be difficult to cross-react,(30)But there are currently clinical serological and
non-commercial trials under development few reports have been reported on clinical samples with COVID-19
serological results. (31,32)
3-Sequencing of Virus.
Routine analysis of a percentage of the specimens from clinical cases may be useful in addition to confirming the
presence of the virus for screening for modifications in viral genomes that may influence the efficiency in
therapeutic countermeasures, including diagnostic testing.Sequencing of the whole genome of viruses will also
notify studies of the genetic epidemiology.There are many public access databases for the deposition of data on
genetic variations, like GISAID, which is meant to secure the requesting party's interests. (33)
Conclusion:
With some variation of initial signs, fever and respiratory symptoms appear in most COVID-19 cases. Travel
background to outbreak areas is critical for the diagnosis for now,So all those with flu-like syndromes will have this.
Latest epidemic of COVID-19 is deemed a public safety emergency. The number of reported incidents has
proceeded to grow worldwide, and is officially put at 1,119,702 laboratory-verified cases and more than 59,245
deaths.It is very clear that quarantine alone would not be adequate to prevent COVID-19 from spreading,and one of
the growing problems is the global effect of this viral infection. There is no question that more work is needed to
further establish the precise process Human-to-human and animal-to-human transmission and encourage the
development of virus-specific vaccines.
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